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3 days Angkor Classic Tour 

 
Siem Reap is the gateway to the magnificent Angkor temples – one of mankind’s most astonishing 
architectural achievements. The historical park covers an area of 400 sq-km, with abundant Khmer 
era buildings dating from the 9th to the 15th century. At the heart of these World Heritage 
acclaimed structures is Angkor Wat. This is figuratively, ‘heaven on earth’ as it is the earthly 
representation of Mount Meru, the abode of ancient gods. At its peak, the Angkor complex was the 
largest pre-industrial city in the world. It is now the heart and soul of Cambodia and a state 
symbol that is featured on the national flag. The gateway city to Angkor, Siem Reap is the fastest 
growing destination in Cambodia and has excellent golf courses, global hotel chains and lively 
nightlife on Pub Street. 
 
 
Day 1 | Siem Reap – Arrival [D] 
Trade in the rapidly-developing capital for the historic streets of Siem Reap. Upon arrival, we 
check-in at the hotel in time for lunch before enjoying a leisurely afternoon visiting some of 
Temple Town’s top attractions. Our first stop sees us delve into Cambodia’s rich culture at Artisans 
Angkor. The organisation has spent more than 2 decades rekindling the country’s traditional arts 
by training and employing artisans across the province. At the centre, we can see first-hand 
artisans carrying out their intricate work, ranging from silk weaving, stone and wood carving, and 
lacquerware, to gilding and ceramics. We then head to a market to catch a glimpse into local life 
and learn about local produce. Lunch is at your leisure. 
 
Overnight in Siem Reap. 
 
Day 2 | Siem Reap  [B, L, D] 
Take a step back in time and delve into the jewel of Cambodia’s crown, the temples of Angkor Wat 
Archaeological Park. We start the day at the South Gate of Angkor Thom, the Khmer Empire’s last 
capital built in the late-12th century. Inside the city’s ancient walls, we visit Bayon to stand in the 
shadows of its hundreds of giant smiling carved faces; 11th century Baphoun; the small Hindu 
temple of Baksei Chamkrong; and Elephant Terrace and the Terrace of the Leper King. After lunch, 
we visit root-riddled Ta Prohm, made famous after featuring in Lara Croft: Tomb Raider starring 
Angelina Jolie. We then head to incredible Angkor Wat, which dates back to the 12th century. In 
the evening, we dig deeper into Khmer culture with dinner and an Apsara dance performance. 
Please note: This site is closed on Buddhist religious days and four days a month, as per the lunar 
calendar. Visitors are required to keep knees and shoulders covered at all sacred sites. 
 
Overnight in Siem Reap. 
 
Day 3 | Siem Reap – Departure  [B] 
Today we have the day free to explore Siem Reap at our own pace. You can choose to kick back 
and relax at the hotel, or explore some more of the city centre’s top attractions ahead of the 
transfer to Siem Reap Airport for our departure flight to next destination. 
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Inclusions 

 Tours and transfers with licenced English-speaking guiding services / assistance. Other 
languages are on request and are subject to availability; 

 Accommodation in sharing twin / double in a Superior room  
 Transportation for tour and transfers by air-conditioned vehicle, unless otherwise stated;  
 All entrance fees for visits as mentioned in the program (1 day Angkor Pass) 

 GTS (Group Tour System) for 2 days during temple tour from 10pax up. 
 All meals as indicated in the program (food only) 

 
Exclusions 

 Personal expenses such as other meals, drinks, tips and gratuities, shopping, portage fees 
and optional tours/ visits, unless otherwise stated; 

 Any domestic / international airline tickets, airport taxes, visa fees, specific camera / video 
fees, additional transportation cost from and to the general pick-up / drop-off regions 
(such as airports, out-of-town resorts, ports, harbours and accommodation in surrounding 
towns); 

 Any accommodation expenses of a personal nature. This includes (compulsory festive) 
meals and drinks, mini-bar consumption, laundry, room service, any telephone or other 
communication cost not mentioned in the program; 

 International travel and medical insurance coverage for customers. 
 Voluntary carbon emission compensation: USD 1.50 per person per day 

 

 

 

4 days Cambodia Classic Tour | from Siem Reap to 

Phnom Penh 
 
Siem Reap is the gateway to the magnificent Angkor temples – one of mankind’s most astonishing 
architectural achievements. The historical park covers an area of 400 sq-km, with abundant Khmer 
era buildings dating from the 9th to the 15th century. At the heart of these World Heritage 
acclaimed structures is Angkor Wat. This is figuratively, ‘heaven on earth’ as it is the earthly 
representation of Mount Meru, the abode of ancient gods. At its peak, the Angkor complex was the 
largest pre-industrial city in the world. It is now the heart and soul of Cambodia and a state 
symbol that is featured on the national flag. The gateway city to Angkor, Siem Reap is the fastest 
growing destination in Cambodia and has excellent golf courses, global hotel chains and lively 
nightlife on Pub Street. 
 
 
Day 1 | Siem Reap – Arrival [D] 
Trade in the rapidly-developing capital for the historic streets of Siem Reap. Upon arrival, we 
check-in at the hotel in time for lunch before enjoying a leisurely afternoon visiting some of 
Temple Town’s top attractions. Our first stop sees us delve into Cambodia’s rich culture at Artisans 
Angkor. The organisation has spent more than 2 decades rekindling the country’s traditional arts 
by training and employing artisans across the province. At the centre, we can see first-hand 
artisans carrying out their intricate work, ranging from silk weaving, stone and wood carving, and 
lacquerware, to gilding and ceramics. We then head to a market to catch a glimpse into local life 
and learn about local produce. Lunch is at your leisure. 
 
Overnight in Siem Reap. 
 
Day 2 | Siem Reap  [B, L, D] 
Take a step back in time and delve into the jewel of Cambodia’s crown, the temples of Angkor Wat 
Archaeological Park. We start the day at the South Gate of Angkor Thom, the Khmer Empire’s last 
capital built in the late-12th century. Inside the city’s ancient walls, we visit Bayon to stand in the 
shadows of its hundreds of giant smiling carved faces; 11th century Baphoun; the small Hindu 
temple of Baksei Chamkrong; and Elephant Terrace and the Terrace of the Leper King. After lunch, 
we visit root-riddled Ta Prohm, made famous after featuring in Lara Croft: Tomb Raider starring 
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Angelina Jolie. We then head to incredible Angkor Wat, which dates back to the 12th century. In 
the evening, we dig deeper into Khmer culture with dinner and an Apsara dance performance. 
Please note: This site is closed on Buddhist religious days and four days a month, as per the lunar 
calendar. Visitors are required to keep knees and shoulders covered at all sacred sites. 
 
Overnight in Siem Reap. 
 
Day 3 | Siem Reap – Phnom Penh [B, L] 
Bid a fond farewell to Siem Reap as we fly back to the vibrant capital to soak up more of its top 
attractions during an afternoon city tour. After breakfast at the hotel, we have some free time 
before heading to Siem Reap airport for our morning flight to Phnom Penh. Upon arrival, we 
transfer to the hotel in time for lunch. We then set off on our tour, starting at the National 
Museum. Here we will browse the vast collection of Khmer sculpture and artefacts dating back to 
the 4th century. Our next stop is the Silver Pagoda and adjacent Royal Palace. Home to Cambodia’s 
official royal residence, the grounds are awash with regal structures, intimate temples, collections 
of gifts from foreign leaders and murals. Our final stop is the revered hilltop temple of Wat Phnom, 
which dates back to 1372. Dinner is at your leisure. 
 
Please note: Visitors to the Royal Palace and Wat Phnom are required to keep knees and shoulders 
covered. 
Overnight in Phnom Penh. 
 
Day 4 | Phnom Penh – Departure  [B] 
Today we have the day free to explore Phnom Penh at our own pace. You can choose to kick back 
and relax at the hotel, or explore some more of the city centre’s top attractions ahead of the 
transfer to Phnom Penh Airport for our departure flight to next destination. 
 
Seat-in-Coach 

 Seat-in-Coach are operated with minimum 02 pax weekly departures for every Wednesday 
only with English-speaking guide. 

 
Flights 

 Flight Siem Reap - Phnom Penh | Cambodia Airways | 
KR | Economy 

USD 103.00 per person, one way 

 Flight Siem Reap - Phnom Penh | Cambodia Angkor 
Air | K6 | Economy 

USD 125.00 per person, one way 

Flight rates are subject to availability, rate changes, and depending on issued booking class. Ticket issuing 
guarantees the final price when booked via Asian Trails. Rates include all taxes and fuel surcharges. 

 
 
Inclusions 

 Tours and transfers with licenced English-speaking guiding services / assistance. Other 
languages are on request and are subject to availability; 

 Accommodation in sharing twin / double in a Superior room  
 Transportation for tour and transfers by air-conditioned vehicle, unless otherwise stated;  
 All entrance fees for visits as mentioned in the program (1 day Angkor Pass) 

 GTS (Group Tour System) for 2 days during temple tour from 10pax up. 
 All meals as indicated in the program (food only) 

 
Exclusions 

 Personal expenses such as other meals, drinks, tips and gratuities, shopping, portage fees 
and optional tours/ visits, unless otherwise stated; 

 Any domestic / international airline tickets, airport taxes, visa fees, specific camera / video 
fees, additional transportation cost from and to the general pick-up / drop-off regions 
(such as airports, out-of-town resorts, ports, harbours and accommodation in surrounding 
towns); 

 Any accommodation expenses of a personal nature. This includes (compulsory festive) 
meals and drinks, mini-bar consumption, laundry, room service, any telephone or other 
communication cost not mentioned in the program; 

 International travel and medical insurance coverage for customers. 
 Voluntary carbon emission compensation: USD 1.50 per person per day 
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 4 days Cambodia Classic Tour | from Phnom Penh to 

Siem Reap 

  
 Phnom Penh is a captivating riverside capital featuring illustrious temples, chic hotels and 

a lively nightlife. The Khmer Rouge period brought devastation up until the end of the 
1970s but the city has since undergone a rebirth with a cool cafe culture, a sophisticated 
food scene and abundant entertainment options. It is perfectly positioned at the 
confluence of the Bassac, Tonle Sap and Mekong rivers, with a smart riverfront area for 
drinking and dining. Cultural attractions include the stately Royal Palace and the National 
Museum. French rule brought colonial architecture such as the grandiose central Post 
Office, tree-lined boulevards, neat public gardens and fine cuisine, with dishes comparable 
to those served up in France – but at a fraction of the cost. Known as ‘The Pearl of Asia,’ 
before the civil war, Phnom Penh has regained its shine. 

  
  

Day 1 | Phnom Penh – Arrival [D] 
 Soak up the Cambodian capital’s top attractions during an afternoon city tour. After 

arriving at Phnom Penh pier, we will transfer to the hotel before lunch at our leisure. We 
then set off on a tour to learn about Cambodian culture and history. We start at the 
National Museum, housed in sprawling grounds that contain tropical gardens and a Khmer-
style terracotta museum. Here we will browse the vast collection of Khmer sculpture and 
artefacts dating back to the 4th century. Our next stop is the Silver Pagoda and adjacent 
Royal Palace. Home to Cambodia’s official royal residence, the grounds are awash with 
regal structures, intimate temples, collections of gifts from foreign leaders and murals that 
paint a picture of the country’s past. Our final stop is the revered hilltop temple of Wat 
Phnom, which dates back to 1372. Dinner is at the hotel.  

  
 Please note: Visitors to the Royal Palace and Wat Phnom are required to keep their knees 

and shoulders covered. 
  
 Overnight in Phnom Penh. 
  

Day 2 | Phnom Penh – Siem Reap [B, L] 
 Trade in the rapidly-developing capital for the historic streets of Siem Reap. After 

breakfast, we will have free time to relax or squeeze in some final sight-seeing before we 
head to the airport for a short flight to Siem Reap. Upon arrival, we check-in at the hotel in 
time for lunch before enjoying a leisurely afternoon visiting some of Temple Town’s top 
attractions. Our first stop sees us delve into Cambodia’s rich culture at Artisans Angkor. 
The organisation has spent more than 2 decades rekindling the country’s traditional arts by 
training and employing artisans across the province. At the centre, we can see first-hand 
artisans carrying out their intricate work, ranging from silk weaving, stone and wood 
carving, and lacquerware, to gilding and ceramics. We then head to a market to catch a 
glimpse into local life and learn about local produce. Dinner is at your leisure. 

  
 Overnight in Siem Reap. 
  

Day 3 | Siem Reap [B, L, D] 
 Take a step back in time and delve into the jewel of Cambodia’s crown, the temples of 

Angkor Wat Archaeological Park. We start the day at the South Gate of Angkor Thom, the 
Khmer Empire’s last capital built in the late-12th century. Inside the city’s ancient walls, we 
visit Bayon to stand in the shadows of its hundreds of giant smiling carved faces; 11th 
century Baphoun; the small Hindu temple of Baksei Chamkrong; and Elephant Terrace and 
the Terrace of the Leper King. After lunch, we visit root-riddled Ta Prohm, made famous 
after featuring in Lara Croft: Tomb Raider starring Angelina Jolie. We then head to 
incredible Angkor Wat, which dates back to the 12th century. In the evening, we dig deeper 
into Khmer culture with dinner and an Apsara dance performance. Please note: This site is 
closed on Buddhist religious days and four days a month, as per the lunar calendar. 
Visitors are required to keep knees and shoulders covered at all sacred sites. 

  
 Overnight in Siem Reap. 
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Day 4 | Siem Reap – Departure  [B] 

 Today we have the day free to explore Siem Reap at our own pace. You can choose to kick 
back and relax at the hotel, or explore some more of the city centre’s top attractions 
ahead of the transfer to Siem Reap Airport for our departure flight to next destination. 

 
Seat-in-Coach 

 Seat-in-Coach are operated with minimum 02 pax weekly departures for every Friday only 
with English-speaking guide. 

 
 
Flights 

 Flight Phnom Penh – Siem Reap | Cambodia Airways | 
KR | Economy 

USD 103.00 per person, one way 

 Flight Phnom Penh – Siem Reap | Cambodia Angkor 
Air | K6 | Economy 

USD 125.00 per person, one way 

Flight rates are subject to availability, rate changes, and depending on issued booking class. Ticket issuing 

guarantees the final price when booked via Asian Trails. Rates include all taxes and fuel surcharges. 

 
 
Inclusions 

 Tours and transfers with licenced English-speaking guiding services / assistance. Other 
languages are on request and are subject to availability; 

 Accommodation in sharing twin / double in a Superior room  
 Transportation for tour and transfers by air-conditioned vehicle, unless otherwise stated;  
 All entrance fees for visits as mentioned in the program (1 day Angkor Pass) 

 GTS (Group Tour System) for 2 days during temple tour from 10pax up. 
 All meals as indicated in the program (food only) 

 
Exclusions 

 Personal expenses such as other meals, drinks, tips and gratuities, shopping, portage fees 
and optional tours/ visits, unless otherwise stated; 

 Any domestic / international airline tickets, airport taxes, visa fees, specific camera / video 
fees, additional transportation cost from and to the general pick-up / drop-off regions 
(such as airports, out-of-town resorts, ports, harbours and accommodation in surrounding 
towns); 

 Any accommodation expenses of a personal nature. This includes (compulsory festive) 
meals and drinks, mini-bar consumption, laundry, room service, any telephone or other 
communication cost not mentioned in the program; 

 International travel and medical insurance coverage for customers. 
 Voluntary carbon emission compensation: USD 1.50 per person per day 

 
 
************************************************************************** 
 
 

 7 days Laos-Cambodia Classic Tour | from Luang 

Prabang to Siem Reap – SPANISH SPEAKING GUIDE 

  
 Cambodia is an enchanting land where the ancient and modern converge. As the location 

of the former Khmer Empire, it is blessed with immense historical attractions. During the 
Angkorian period the Khmer dynasty ruled much of what is now Laos, Thailand and 
Vietnam. This can be witnessed at the fabled temples of Angkor – monuments unrivalled in 
scale and grandeur anywhere else in Asia. Phnom Penh is a charismatic capital with 
colonial heritage, a smart riverside promenade and a gleaming Grand Palace. Siem Reap 
has luxury hotels that cater for visitors to the Angkor temples. The southern coast offers 
sandy tropical islands for relaxation and a peaceful retreat. Inland, the Cardamom 
Mountains provide a gateway to abundant eco-tourism adventures. To further enhance a 
varied and dramatic landscape, the mighty Mekong snakes its way through the country. 
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Day 1 | Luang Prabang – Arrival [D] 

 Delve into Luang Prabang’s rich heritage with this temple-hopping adventure. Upon arrival 
at Luang Prabang Airport, we will be met by our local guide and transfer to the hotel for 
check-in. Lunch is at our leisure before we start our exploration of the town at Vat 
Vixoune. Originally built during the reign of King Wisunarat in 1512, the temple is Luang 
Prabang’s oldest and its design is influenced by Thai-Lu architecture. The temple complex 
also features That Makmo, a watermelon-shaped stupa. We then head to Vat Xieng Thong, 
or "monastery of the golden city". Dating back to the 16th century, this stunning temple is 
highly-revered throughout Laos and houses a collection of Buddha images. We round out 
the day with a gentle jaunt up Mount Phousi. The sacred hill’s summit stands at 100 
metres and is reached by climbing more than 300 steps. The sweeping panoramas of the 
city dotted with temples sprawling below makes the climb worth it. Dinner is at the hotel. 

  
 Overnight in Luang Prabang. 
  

Day 2 | Luang Prabang – Watch Tak Bat – Pak Ou Caves [B, L] 
 Start the day with a dose of culture and watch monks carry out the early-morning ritual of 

tagbat. This forms a daily part of Laotians’ lives and sees monks collect offerings in return 
for a blessing. We then visit a fresh fruit market before returning to the hotel for 
breakfast. We continue our exploration at the National Museum and former Royal King’s 
Palace before heading to Vat Mai and its exquisitely-carved veranda. We then board a boat 
and cruise along the Mekong River, stopping to explore Tham Ting and Tham Phoum 
caves, which house hundreds of Buddha statues, before lunch at a nearby restaurant. We 
return to Luang Prabang by boat, stopping at Ban Xang Khong, a village famous for its 
handmade paper, weaving workshop Ock Pop Tok and the old city to stroll through its 
streets or shop at a Hmong market. Dinner is at your leisure. 

  
 Overnight in Luang Prabang. 
  

Day 3 | Luang Prabang – Kuang Si Waterfall – Ock Pop Tok [B, L] 

 Soak up Luang Prabang’s pristine nature as we head to impressive Kuangsi Waterfall. After 
breakfast, we set off on a scenic drive to the falls (32 km). To reach them, we take a 20-
minute trek through tropical jungle, listening to the call of cicadas, monkeys and birds as 
we stroll through the forest. We will have some time to marvel at the breath-taking beauty 
of the falls, which see tiered cascades of turquoise water gush into limestone pools. Don’t 
forget your bathers because there is the chance to take a refreshing dip in one of the 
natural pools before we head to the nearby Khmu village of Ban Thapene. Khmu men are 
famous across the country as skilled basket weavers and we will get the chance to watch 
them carry out their craft by hand. We enjoy lunch at a local restaurant before returning to 
Luang Prabang, with the rest of the day at your leisure. 

  
 Overnight in Luang Prabang. 
  

Day 4 | Luang Prabang – Siem Reap - Arrival [B, D] 
 Today we have the day free to explore Luang Prabang at our own pace. You can choose to 

kick back and relax at the hotel, or explore some more of the city centre’s top attractions 
ahead of the transfer to Luang Prabang Airport for our departure flight to Siem Reap. 

 Trade in the rapidly-developing capital for the historic streets of Siem Reap. Upon arrival, 
we check-in at the hotel in time for lunch before enjoying a leisurely afternoon visiting 
some of Temple Town’s top attractions. Our first stop sees us delve into Cambodia’s rich 
culture at Artisans Angkor. The organisation has spent more than 2 decades rekindling the 
country’s traditional arts by training and employing artisans across the province. At the 
centre, we can see first-hand artisans carrying out their intricate work, ranging from silk 
weaving, stone and wood carving, and lacquerware, to gilding and ceramics. We then head 
to a market to catch a glimpse into local life and learn about local produce. Lunch is at 
your leisure. 

  
 Overnight in Siem Reap. 
  

Day 5 | Siem Reap [B, L, D] 
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 Take a step back in time and delve into the jewel of Cambodia’s crown, the temples of 
Angkor Wat Archaeological Park. We start the day at the South Gate of Angkor Thom, the 
Khmer Empire’s last capital built in the late-12th century. Inside the city’s ancient walls, we 
visit Bayon to stand in the shadows of its hundreds of giant smiling carved faces; 11th 
century Baphoun; the small Hindu temple of Baksei Chamkrong; and Elephant Terrace and 
the Terrace of the Leper King. After lunch, we visit root-riddled Ta Prohm, made famous 
after featuring in Lara Croft: Tomb Raider starring Angelina Jolie. We then head to 
incredible Angkor Wat, which dates back to the 12th century. In the evening, we dig deeper 
into Khmer culture with dinner and an Apsara dance performance. Please note: This site is 
closed on Buddhist religious days and four days a month, as per the lunar calendar. 
Visitors are required to keep knees and shoulders covered at all sacred sites. 

  
 Overnight in Siem Reap. 
  

Day 6 | Siem Reap [B, L] 
 Combine culture and history with this immersive day trip. After breakfast, we hit the road 

to the Tonle Sap Lake. Also known as the Great Lake, it is South-East Asia’s largest 
freshwater lake and a huge source of fish for the country. We will enjoy a gentle cruise to 
one of the fishing villages that dot the water. Here, we can see how life is lived as we sail 
by homes, community centre, schools and shops that bob on the water. After lunch, we set 
off on a temple-hopping adventure at 10th century Banteay Srei and 12th century Banteay 
Samre. On our return drive to Siem Reap, we stop at a village to enjoy a fresh coconut 
drink and watch locals make sugar palm and work the rice fields, depending on the 
season. Dinner is at our leisure.  

  
 Please note: It is the high water season from August to February. Visitors are required to 

keep their knees and shoulders covered at all sacred sites. 
  
 Overnight in Siem Reap. 
  

Day 7 | Siem Reap – Departure  [B] 
 Today we have the day free to explore Siem Reap at our own pace. You can choose to kick 

back and relax at the hotel, or explore some more of the city centre’s top attractions 
ahead of the transfer to Siem Reap Airport for our departure flight to next destination. 

  
 
 
Seat-in-Coach 

 Seat-in-Coach are operated with minimum 02 pax weekly departures for every Sunday in 
Luang Prabang and every Wednesday in Siem Reap only with Spanish-speaking guide. 

 
Flights 

 Flight Luang Prabang-Hanoi | Lao Airlines | Economy USD 290.00 per person, one way 
Flight rates are subject to availability, rate changes, and depending on issued booking class. Ticket issuing 
guarantees the final price when booked via Asian Trails. Rates include all taxes and fuel surcharges. 

 
Inclusions 

 Tours and transfers with licenced English-speaking guiding services / assistance. Other 
languages are on request and are subject to availability; 

 Accommodation in sharing twin / double in a Superior room  
 Transportation for tour and transfers by air-conditioned vehicle, unless otherwise stated;  
 All entrance fees for visits as mentioned in the program (2 days Angkor Pass) 
 GTS (Group Tour System) for 2 days during temple tour from 10pax up. 
 All meals as indicated in the program (food only) 
 The cocktail at Ock Pop Tok: 1 beer or soft drinks with local snacks, etc. 
 Official check-in 14:00 (subject to modification depending on the sleeted hotels) 
 Official check-out at 12:00 (subject to modification depending on the selected hotels) 

 
Exclusions 

 Personal expenses such as other meals, drinks, tips and gratuities, shopping, portage fees 
and optional tours/ visits, unless otherwise stated; 
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 Any domestic / international airline tickets, airport taxes, visa fees, specific camera / video 
fees, additional transportation cost from and to the general pick-up / drop-off regions 
(such as airports, out-of-town resorts, ports, harbours and accommodation in surrounding 
towns); 

 Any accommodation expenses of a personal nature. This includes (compulsory festive) 
meals and drinks, mini-bar consumption, laundry, room service, any telephone or other 
communication cost not mentioned in the program; 

 International travel and medical insurance coverage for customers. 
 Voluntary carbon emission compensation: USD 1.50 per person per day 
 Supplement rates 
 Personal insurance  
 Lao visa fee upon arrival  
 International air ticket TO/Luang Prabang 
 Early check-in/ Late check-out at your hotel/resort/lodge  
 International air ticket Luang Prabang/Hanoi – please see above supplement  
 Expenditure of a personal nature, such as drinks, souvenirs and laundry etc. 
 Others not mentioned nor specified above not to be included in the tour prices. 

 
************************************************************** 
 
Good to know 

 We will do all possible to comply with any dietary requirements during this tour; it may not 
always be possible to confirm your wishes in advance based on the choice of local 
restaurant; 

 We reserve the right to make necessary changes to the tour in case of unfavourable 
weather conditions or situations where we are forced to make alterations to guarantee the 
safety of our guests; 

 Guests traveling over and during local holidays may experience longer waiting times than 
normal, may see certain sites being closed down, and this program may be subject to 
supplementary charges; 

 Natural elements of any kind have a destructive effect on electronic equipment. It the 
customer’s own responsibility to ensure that any camera, mobile telephone or other device 
is properly wrapped and protected against these elements. We cannot be held responsible 
in any way for negligence and/or not following suggestions for any damage related to this;  

 We reserve the right to make necessary changes to the tour in case of unfavourable 
weather conditions or situations where we are forced to make alterations to guarantee the 
safety of our guests; 

 Tours and excursions often include obstacles of various kinds that may not make this 
excursion suitable for wheelchair users or guests with limited mobility; 

 The protection of the country’s flora, fauna and its historical and cultural treasures is of 
immense importance for us. We will not pursue any activities that are not in line with our 
animal, wildlife and environment protection principles; 

 Please ensure that you bring sunglasses, a hat /cap and sunblock with a high SPF factor 
when traveling with us. Even when it is cloudy, the sun still has an immense power; 

 All mentioned times, durations and stops are based on approximations and may change 
due to unforeseen circumstances, weather and traffic conditions beyond our control 
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